SUNY Cobleskill
End-of-Term Course Evaluation
Course Name, Number, and Section:
Course Meeting Days and Times:
Instructor:
Describe the frequency of your instructor’s teaching procedures, using the following code:
1=Rarely
2=Occasionally
3=Frequently
4=Almost Always
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.





















































Explained course materials and content clearly
Encouraged questions and participation in class
Involved students in hands-on projects and “real life” activities.
Used educational technologies and/or other media to promote learning
Formed teams or discussion groups to facilitate learning
Convened classes as scheduled and used class time effectively
Gave assignments/exams that helped students achieve learning outcomes
Provided timely and helpful feedback on assignments and tests
Held high standards for achievement
Displayed a personal interest in students and their learning
Treated students fairly and impartially
Encouraged student-faculty interaction outside of class

Describe your progress in this class on the outcomes listed below, using the following scale:
1=None
2=Somewhat
3=Substantial
4=Exceptional
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.





































Acquiring solid knowledge of course content
Learning to apply course material
Acquiring skills to work in teams
Learning to work independently
Developing effective oral and written communication skills
Using multiple resources for accessing and using information
Learning to analyze and critically evaluate ideas
Thinking creatively and trying multiple approaches to solve problems

Describe your attitudes and behavior in this course, using the following code:
1=Absolutely False 2=More false than true 3=More true than false 4=Absolutely True
21.
22.
23.
24.





















I had a strong desire to take this course
I worked harder in this course than on most courses I have taken.
Overall, I rate this instructor as an excellent teacher.
Overall, I rate this course as excellent.

If applicable, describe the effectiveness of utilizing ANGEL for this course.
1=Not effective 2=Somewhat effective
3=Strongly effective
4=Exceptionally effective
25.









Describe how well you achieved the course objectives provided by the faculty member.
1=Not at all
2=Somewhat
3=Mostly
4=Fully
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.













































Check your reason(s) for taking this course. Check all that apply.
 General elective
 Required for my major
 Interested in subject matter
 General education requirement
 Reputation of instructor
 Elective for my major
 Other: _______________________
Describe the most helpful aspects of this course.

Describe the most challenging aspects of this course.

Describe recommendations to improve this course.
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